
E. 18.01 EXERCISES 

11. Exponential and Logarithms: Calculus 

11-1 Calculate the derivatives 

a) zez b) (2z - 1)e2 c) e- 2 

d) z In - e) ln(z 2) f) (In z)2 

Sg) (e"2 )2 h)z ' i) (e" + e-)/2 

j) (e"- e-t )/2 k)ln(l/x) 1)1/inz 
m) (1 - e')/(1 + e') 

1I-2 Graph the function y = (e" + e-')/2. 

11-3 a) Evaluate lim nln(1+ ). Hint: Let h = 1/n, and use (d/dz) Iln(1 + z)J=o = 1.neco n

b)Deduce that lim (1+1)n =e.
noo n 

*1 
11-4 Using lim (1+ -)" = e, calculate 

n-oo n 
1 2 1

a) lim (1 + I)s b) lim. (1 + ) .c) lim (1 + 25n 
n-oo n n-too n n-oo 2n 

11-5* If you invest P dollars at the annual interest rate r, then after one year the interest 
is I = rPdollars, and the total amount is A = P + I = P(1 + r). This is simple interest. 

For compound interest the year is divided into k equal time periods and the interest is 
calculated and added to the account at the end of each period. So at the end of the first 
period, A = P(1 +r(j)); this is the new amount for the second period, at the end of which 
A = P(1 + r())(1 + r(j)), and continuing this way, at the end of the year the amount is 

A=P 1+). 

The compound interest rate r thus earns the same in a year as the simple interest rate of 

(1, )"- 1; 

this equivalent simple interest rate is in bank jargon the "annual percentage rate" or APR.3 

a) Compute the APR of 5% compounded monthly, daily,4 and continuously. Contin
uous compounding means the limit as k tends to infinity. 

b) As in part (a), compute the APR of 10% compounded monthly, biweekly (k=26), 
daily, and continuously. (We have thrown in the biweekly rate because loans can be paid 
off biweekly.) 

3Banks are required to reveal this so-called APR when they offer loans. The APR also takes into account 
certain bank fees known as points. Unfortunately, not all fees are included in it, and the true costs are higher 
if the loan is paid off early.

4For daily compounding assume that the year has 365 days, not 365.25. Banks are quite careful about 
these subtle differences. If you look at official tables of rates from precalculator days you will find that they 
are off by small amounts because U.S. regulations permitted banks to pretend that a year has 360 days. 



1.DIFFERENTIATION


1H-7 a) If I,is the intensity of the jet and 12 is the intensity of the conversation, then 

/Io)-)= = 79lOg(11/12) = o10o\12/10 =l-og&0 - l(12/Io) 13 

Therefore, I1/12 = 107. 

b) I = C/r 2 and I = I,when r = 50 implies 

I = C/502 -• C =/ 502 - I= I1502 /r2 

This shows that when r = 100, we have I = 11502/1002 6-1/4. It follows that 

10 logo (1/Io) = 10 logo(I1 /41o) = 10 loglo(I /Io) - 10 log1o4 ; 130 - 6.0 ; 124 

The sound at 10.0 meters is 124 decibels. 

The sound at 1 km has 1/100 the intensity of the sound at 100 meters, because 100m/lkm = 
1/10. 

101ogo(1/100) = 10(-2) =.-20 

so the decibel level is 124 - 20 = 104. 

11. Exponentials and Logarithms: Calculus 

1I- a) (z + 1)e b) 4ze2 c) (-2z)e-z d) Inz - e) 2/z f) 2(Inz)/z g) 4xe2" 2 

h) (WrW)' = (exIn)' = (zlnx)'ezInz = (In z + 1)e' In " = (1 + ln x)zZ 

i) (e - e-)/2 j) (e"+e-)/2 .k) -1/z 1)-1/x(lnX) 2 m) -2el/(1+ e")2 

11-2 

11-3 a) As n -+oo,h= 1/n - 0. 

1 In(1 + h) In(l + h) - In(l) d
) - -- In(1+ z) =1 ,n h h h•.O dZ 

Therefore, 

lim nln( + )=1 
T--+00


b) Take the logarithm.of both sides. We need to show 

lim In(1 + 1)n = Ine= 1 
-+oo n 

But 
In(l + 1)- = nln(1 + 1 

n p 
so the limit isthe same as the one inpart (a). 

Jeff
Cross-Out



S. 18.01 SOLUTIONS TO EXERCISES 

11-4 a) 

+ = e+e as n-+-
-- oo,


b) Put m = n/2. Then 

. 
.2. + 1 lo 1 
1+- = +-) = 1+ ) ---eo as m--+ oo


c) Put m = 2n. Then


I+ +e5/2 as
1+ I- += = ((1+ --- -,oo 

1J. Trigonometric functions 

13-1 a)l0 cos(5X2) b) 6 sin(3x) cos(3x) c) -2 sin(2x)/ cos(2x) =-2tan(2x) 
d) -2sin /(2 cos ) = - tanx. (Why did the factor 2 disappear? Because ln(2 cos) = 

In 2 + In(cos x), and the derivative of the constant In 2 is zero.) 
2x coe x - sin Sn Xe) co f) -(l+y')sin(x +y) g) -sin(ax+y) h) 2sinxcosxe 

(x2 sin )' 2xsin x+ xa cosx 2 
i) + cot s. Alternatively, 

In(X2 sin ) = In(X2 ) + In(sin x) = 2 In + Insinx 

Differentiating gives 2 + cosx.= -2 + cot2 
x sinx x 

j) 2e2wsin(10x) +10Oe 2 cos(lO0) k) 6 tan(3x) sec2(3x) = 6sinX/cosS s 

1) -x(1 - x2)1/2 sec( X2) tan(V/F?0 ) 

m) Using the chain rule repeatedly and the trigonometric double angle formulas, 

(cos 2 x - sin2 x)' = -2 cos asinx - 2sinx cosx = -4 cos x sinx; 

(2 cos2 x)' = -4 cosx sinx; 

(cos(2z))' = -2sin(2x) = -2(2 sin xcos ). 

The three functions have the same derivative, so they differ by constants. And indeed, 

cos(2x)= cos2 X X = 2cos2x- 1, (using sin2 =1- cos 2X)._ sin2 

n) 

5(sec(5z) tan(5x)) tan(5x) + 5(sec(5x)(sec2(5x)) = 5sec(5x)(sec2(5x) + tan2(5x)) 

Other forms: 5 sec(5x)(2 sec2(5x) - 1); 10 secs(5x) - 5 sec(5x) 

Jeff
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